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ABSTRACT

still aim to design freehand gestures to allow users to
create, modify, and interact with virtual 3D objects in
physical spaces. The problem is that we do not yet have a
common framework for designing gestures for such AR
experiences, much less a common gesture set for this type
of 3D object interaction.

Because gesture design for augmented reality (AR) remains
idiosyncratic, people cannot necessarily use gestures
learned in one AR application in another. To design
discoverable gestures, we need to understand what gestures
people expect to use. We explore how the scale of AR
affects the gestures people expect to use to interact with 3D
holograms. Using an elicitation study, we asked participants
to generate gestures in response to holographic task
referents, where we varied the scale of holograms from
desktop-scale to room-scale objects. We found that the
scale of objects and scenes in the AR experience moderates
the generated gestures. Most gestures were informed by
physical interaction, and when people interacted from a
distance, they sought a good perspective on the target object
before and during the interaction. These results suggest that
gesture designers need to account for scale, and should not
simply reuse gestures across different hologram sizes.

To help develop a common framework for AR gestures, we
are specifically interested in this paper with how different
scales of AR affect people’s expectations for gestures. The
AR experiences we have seen over the years have varied
widely in terms of the scale of the virtual objects and
scenes. For instance, researchers have explored AR
experiences on tabletops (e.g. [3, 63]), as mid-air holograms
(e.g. [43, 60]), at room-scale (e.g. [34, 59]), and even at
city- or world-scale (e.g. [29, 45, 49]). Generally, we are
interested in designing easily-guessable and memorable
gestures for interacting with 3D AR content. This
discoverability is important for near-future AR scenarios,
for example: in “walk-up and use” AR in a museum, or in
casual usage scenarios such as a new home owner using a
simple AR tool to explore furniture arrangement for a room.
We build on prior work that has articulated several new
dimensions for AR gesture design [40], where we explore
specifically whether the scale of an AR experience affects
gestures people expect to use. Specifically, should
designers use the same gesture for (say) moving a small AR
object to also move a large AR object? Or alternatively,
does a designer need to account for different object sizes
when designing such movement gestures? Furthermore,
does this change if the object is attached to a surface such
as a wall or table, and do people use different kinds of
gestures if the content is room-scale?
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INTRODUCTION

Gestural interaction for augmented reality (AR) remains
idiosyncratic, where users may need to re-learn gestures
and skills for each system they use. The commoditization of
AR technology is making AR experiences, where people
interact with virtual objects and content overlaid atop a
tracked model of the world, a reality today. While many
manufacturers deliver specialized handheld controllers to
manipulate the virtual objects and scenes, these remain
dedicated pieces of hardware with manufacturer-specific
affordances. To overcome this challenge, many researchers

We conducted an elicitation study to address our research
question about the impact of scale on the discoverability of
gestures in AR. In this study, participants were presented
referents of different AR scales and asked to propose a
gesture for the referent. A referent is the desired action that
the proposed gesture invokes, e.g. “zoom in.” We recruited
16 participants to create these gestures in response to
“before” and “after” visuals of operations on 3D objects
that they could view through a head-mounted AR display
(each were 3D AR scenes). We used this elicitation study to
understand what kind of gestures people would expect to
use to enact the operations. By analyzing this data, we gain
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insight into which gestures people expect to use across
different scales, and insight into designing a discoverable
gesture set that matches people’s expectations. To explore
the impact of scale, we visualized operations at three
different AR scales: a small hologram floating in mid-air, a
city model attached to a physical table, and another where
virtual furniture was laid out in a small physical room.

experiences are room-scale, with virtual objects attached to
multiple walls and large surfaces (e.g. [19, 20, 34, 37, 59]).
Finally, some AR experiences are world-scale, where the
digital content is anchored to large objects in the world (e.g.
landmarks [29, 45], or infrastructure [49]).
Each of these AR scales presents different interaction
challenges for acting on or affecting the digital content. To
some extent, this interaction is also mediated by how we
view AR content. Some approaches use head-mounted
glasses with digital overlay (e.g. [34, 36, 43]) or projectionbased (spatial) AR [6] (e.g. [20, 59]). With handheld, seethrough displays such as tablets or smartphones (e.g. [1, 9,
49]), interaction techniques rely on the stability of a
handheld see-through display to facilitate mediated
“touching” (e.g. as in Apple’s ARKit showcase game “The
Machines” [9]). For larger-scale content, we have seen raybased interaction techniques, where people use either their
fingers, arms or another device to point at the distant
objects to be interacted with (e.g. [11, 35, 38, 44]).

To foreshadow our results: rather than relying on the same
gesture at different scales, participants generated new
gestures for each hologram size. We found that because the
gestures people generated had a largely physical nature (i.e.
rather than symbolic gestures), participants used gestures to
manipulate the virtual objects’ affordances. Consequently,
the size of the object or scene moderated the size of the
gesture they performed. Finally, we observed that for
smaller objects, people moved towards the object to operate
on it directly—as if to touch it (proximally), while for larger
objects and scenes, people relied more on perspective-based
gestures to operate on the object from a distance (distally).
Our findings extend those from Piumsomboon et al. [40] by
characterizing the nature of gestures in relation to scale of
virtual objects, and by providing a further characterization
of their “locale” dimension (i.e. where the gestures are
performed [40]) that designers can use.

Given the disparate range of AR scales and experiences, it
seems unlikely that we can adopt a “one-size-fits-all”
approach to interacting with virtual content in AR. This
presents the challenge that people cannot easily reapply
learnings from one experience to the next. Our work aims
to understand whether this idiosyncrasy due to size is
unnecessary, that is, whether we can reasonably expect that
people will expect to interact with content at different
scales in the same way.

Our work contributes an additional set of considerations for
designers who are building AR experiences where people
interact with 3D objects and scenes. Specifically, they
suggest that to design discoverable gestures for AR
experiences where virtual objects are manipulated,
designers need to account for scale and apparent physical
affordances of the virtual objects. Additionally, where
multiple scales are involved, multiple gestures may be
required for the same operation at each scale of interaction.

Freehand Gestural Interaction in AR. Many researchers
are actively seeking to develop freehand gestures for
interacting with virtual content in AR, which are considered
natural user interfaces [4]. Early work considered the use of
tangible proxies such as cards or wands for interacting with
virtual content, where manipulating physical proxies would
result in similar actions in the virtual world (e.g. [5, 22,
48]). These were later augmented via multimodal
approaches integrating speech and gestures (e.g. [15, 17,
23, 25, 35, 42]). Recent work on freehand gestures has been
accelerated by the commoditization of depth cameras and
sensing technologies optimized for hand posture and
gesture recognition (e.g. [33, 24]). These freehand gestures
leverage reality-based interaction mental models for
manipulating virtual content [18], for instance by pushing
virtual objects with one's hands (e.g. [3, 16, 41]).

RELATED WORK

We begin by considering how researchers have envisaged
different scales of AR experiences, demonstrating that these
scales are markedly different in terms of size, the
envisioned use case, and how people interact with the AR
content. We then discuss how freehand gestural interaction
with AR remains of interest for both practical and
accessibility reasons, but that gestures have still been
frequently designed around recognition technologies rather
than being focused on discoverability. Finally, we describe
how elicitation studies have been used to addressed this
“guessability” problem for gestures. We synthesize these
learnings from the community, and show how our work
addresses the gap between AR gestures and the wide
variety of scales that we expect AR to be used.

The challenge is that many of these gestures are designed
for optimal recognition by the sensing technologies, rather
than by being motivated by human characteristics (e.g.
discoverability). For instance, [10, 21, 26] rely on overhead
cameras to track the position and posture of hands. This
means that because of the positioning of the cameras,
certain types of gestures are not accurately recognized,
while some gestures are effectively impossible to detect
properly (e.g. if they are obscured by other parts of one’s
hands) [10, 26, 27, 28]. While advances in machine
learning may help to ameliorate the sensing problems, the

Scale of AR experiences. Researchers and visionaries have
demonstrated that AR experiences will vary widely in terms
of the scale of the virtual objects and the experience. Some
experiences are small, table-based experiences, where the
entirety of the objects under control are the size of one's
palm (e.g. [63]). Some are tabletop experiences, where
objects interact with surfaces (e.g. [3, 7]). Other AR
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issue remains that the underlying design of these gesture
sets is mainly motivated by identifying easily
distinguishable and recognizable gestures.

elicitation studies leaves unclear whether the gestures
should be consistent across scales, or if they should vary
across scale. We address this gap in the present study,
where we consider three distinct settings and scales for AR
(in mid-air, anchored to a surface and at room-scale). As we
will see, these settings impact the character of the gestures
that participants create, and this is even more pronounced
with room-scale AR, extending earlier findings in [40].

Elicitation Approaches for Discoverable Interaction. To
design discoverable, memorable gestures for new
interaction contexts, many researchers have now turned to
“elicitation studies.” Rather than relying on designers (i.e.,
experts) create gestures for actions, participants propose
gestures that they would expect to use in response to system
actions. Gesture elicitation has been used for many domains
including surface computing [31, 62], AR [25, 40],
deformable interfaces [55], TV controls [57], omnidirectional video [46], multi-display environments [50],
mobile motion gestures [47], back-of-device gestures [52]
and above-device gestures for smartwatches [51]. Followup work has demonstrated that this approach generates a
better gesture set than an expert-generated one [30].

STUDY DESIGN

To understand the impact of scale on people’s expectations
of how to interact with gestures, we used a reformulated
form of an elicitation study. As with other domains of
inquiry, an elicitation method presents participants with a
“before” and “after” visualization, whereupon participants
are asked to design a gesture that would move the system
from one state to another. Our use of this method helped us
to uncover underlying mental models people have of how
3D objects and scenes would/should be manipulated using
freehand gestures, thereby giving us knowledge to design
learnable, memorable gestures for these situations. Whereas
prior work with elicitation studies provided participants
with each referent in turn, we reformulated this approach
using what we called “scenarios.” These scenarios asked
participants to imagine themselves completing an entire
series of tasks (i.e. multiple referents), so that the referents
were elicited in context with one another.

Elicitation studies for AR have identified a working set of
gestures for AR (e.g. [25, 40]). Piumsomboon et al. [40]
focus on interactions with “table-sized” AR content, where
gestures included both manipulation on the objects (e.g.
resizing, moving, etc.) along with editing, simulation,
browsing, selection and menu interaction. The study helped
identify two new parametric categories to classify gestures
unique to AR: whereas Wobbrock et al. [62] characterized
gestures in terms of Form, Nature, Binding and Flow,
Piumsomboon et al. [40] added two new parameters:
Symmetry (i.e. how the hands are used) and Locale (where
the gestures are performed). Beyond this, the authors also
propose a working set of freehand gestures for AR.

Scale. Each scenario grouped together a series of referents
at a specific “scale” of interaction, each with its own
constraints: Mid-Air, Surface, and Room. The apparent
visual size of the virtual objects differed in each scenario as
well as the size of the scene (the volume containing all
objects expressed in length × width × height). Figure 1
illustrates these scenarios within the context that the
participants experienced them in the study. The “mid-air”
scale of interaction, for instance, used a 14 cm × 31 cm ×
25 cm model of a home. The “surface” scale of interaction
used a small city model with buildings and streets on a
tabletop prop (26.5 cm × 97 cm × 56 cm). This scale also
afforded interaction with the tabletop, since the hologram
appeared to sit on the tabletop itself. Finally, the largest
scale of interaction, the “room”, used a physical three
walled-room (with an open side) with dimensions of (549
cm × 303 cm × 255 cm) that contained virtual furniture
such as a couch, shelves, and a coffee table. Each of these
scales are illustrated in Figure 1. We chose each of these
scales to represent major classes of interactive AR
experiences: the mid-air scale abstracts tasks that involve a
mid-air hologram (e.g. a car in automotive design), whereas
the surface scale maps to augmented document tasks (e.g.
[56]), while the room-scale scenario abstracts furniture reorganization in a physical space.

Gesture elicitation studies for AR have not adequately
accounted for scale of the AR experience. Critically, while
the working set of gestures of Piumsomboon et al. [40] is
likely to be discoverable, the gestures were elicited for
“baseball-sized” referents that appeared on or just above a
large table. Notably, the authors observed that the size of
the AR object affected the number of hands used to
manipulate the objects (e.g. for objects palm-sized or
smaller, only one hand; for objects larger, two hands).
Unfortunately, the study only investigated relatively smallscale AR (in comparison to bigger experiences such as [20,
34, 59]). Thus, while large portions of the proposed gesture
set are likely to be effective for tabletop AR (i.e. actions
that interact with AR “above” the objects themselves such
as menu selection, and abstract actions such as editing or
simulation), it is unclear whether they adequately account
for the range of scales we have already seen AR
experiences take, which we investigate in this paper.
Synthesis. AR experiences already exist that address a wide
range of scales; however, we do not understand how
differences in scale impact people’s expectations of how to
interact with holograms. Freehand gestural interaction with
3D content in AR is likely to be a common approach, as it
does not require specialized external hardware. Our current
understanding of how to design these gestures, based on

Scenarios. To give participants a motivating purpose in the
study, participants were provided with a series of tasks to
accomplish within each scenario, where each referent made
sense in the context of the greater scenario. Each of these
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Figure 1. We used three different scenarios in our study. Illustrated here are sample before and after referents for each scenario:
(A) Mid-Air – a virtual house model in mid-air (14 cm × 31 cm × 25 cm), “rotate scene” referent; (B) Surface – a small city model
with buildings and streets on a tabletop prop (26.5 cm × 97 cm × 56 cm), “move building” referent; (C) Room – a small physical
room with virtual furniture such as a couch, shelves, and a coffee table (549 cm × 303 cm × 255 cm), “select coffee table” referent.

“tasks” was represented as a referent pair of “before” and
“after” scenes. Thus, the same base set of referents was
presented in each scenario, and each scenario added its own
set of referents that fit the scenario.

duplicate object, move object, rotate object, delete object,
undo, scale x-dimension, scale y-dimension, scale zdimension, move scene, scale scene uniformly, separate
layers, select group of nearby objects, scale object uniform,
select multiple objects, select layer, rotate scene). From
these referents, we selected referents that were suitable for
the scenario, and adapted them as appropriate; for instance,
“Select object” became “Select a plant” in the Mid-Air
scenario, “Select a building” in the Surface scenario, and
“Select a piece of furniture” in the Room scenario. Not all
referents were represented in every scenario (e.g. “Rotate
scene” did not make sense in the room scenario). To ensure
that we had a common set of referents where we could
compare gestures across each scale and scenario, we
identified seven referents to act as the “base set”: select,
duplicate, move, rotate, delete, undo, and scale (xdimension). Each of these referents was represented in each
of the scenarios, and formed the basis of our analysis.

To get a sense of how the scenarios worked, we will
provide an overview of the initial set of referents for each
scenario (note that each scenario was considerably longer).
In the Mid-Air scenario, the participant remodeled a house
in several steps. First, they were to rotate the scene so that
the home faced the right direction, then they would scale
the depth of the home to fit the lot. Then, they were to
move some objects out of the way before duplicating the
front door, and then moving the duplicated door onto the
back wall (so the home would have a back entrance). For
the Surface scenario, participants were to change the plan
for a few city blocks. Here, a participant would select a set
of buildings, then, duplicate one of them. The duplicate
building needed to be moved to a new block, where it
would need to be rotated to fit into the block. Then, a
particularly ugly building was to be deleted. Finally, in the
Room scenario, participants were to redecorate the room
they stood in. First, they were to select the bookshelf, and
rotate it to create a more intimate space. Then, they were to
shrink the TV on the wall so it did not occupy as much wall
space, and then move the coffee table against the wall.

Although some elicitation studies show a transitional
animation between referents (e.g. [40]), we chose instead to
“slideshow” the referents as in [50]. By presenting using a
strict “before” and “after” approach, we free participants of
this potential bias, allowing them to consider discrete
variations if this suited their mental model. We believe the
animation pre-supposes how the gesture ought to operate on
the object/scene (i.e. as smooth continuous operations).

Referents. Each scenario enacted a different number of
referents that made sense for the scenario, and all scenarios
shared a common “base set” of referents. A referent is the
desired effect of an action (e.g. zoom in) for which
participants are asked to propose a gesture (e.g. pinch) [30].
We extracted 17 basic operations from 3D modelling
tutorials (e.g. for SketchUp [54]) that reflected a common
set of operations on 3D objects or scenes (select object,

Apparatus. Participants viewed the referents using a
Microsoft HoloLens head-mounted display, where the
objects in the scene were anchored to fit the scenario (e.g.
anchored to a physical table, the wall, or the ground).
Participants could move around the scene, and the
holograms would update accordingly, with the virtual
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objects remaining anchored to the real world. Participants
were presented the start and end state in sequence.

nature of many of these gestures and how the apparent
visual affordances of the objects influenced the character of
the gestures. We then describe how the size and scale of
scene influenced the gestures, and how participants used
perspective-based gestures for larger scenes.

Participants. We recruited sixteen participants (10 male, 6
female) with an average age of 23 years. Five participants
had prior experience with the HoloLens (four of these had
only played with demos), none of the others had prior
experience. Of these 16 participants, four reported limited
experience with AR/VR systems (i.e. demos at stores),
while 11 reported having none. All participants were
students, and their backgrounds were broad: computer
science, statistics, occupational therapy, neuroscience,
chemistry, engineering and kinesiology.

Collected Gesture Data and Agreement Rate. We
analyzed 261 gestures generated by the 16 participants,
where we identified 64 unique gestures (some gestures were
lost because they were obscured by a participant’s body, or
were not captured due to the camera’s field of view).
Participants’ gestures primarily made use of their fingers,
hands, arms, as well as their body position (and their body
orientation). Only two participants made use of gestures
where the posture of the hand was intentionally part of the
gesture (e.g. using two fingers rather than one, or using
their pinky and thumb). In general, participants’ gestures
relied on the visual position of fingers/hands in relation to
one another, or on the viewing angle to the object. For
instance, for the Select referent, some participants walked
up to the object and tapped on the object (e.g. with one
finger, or with an open palm). Others used what we call a
perspective gesture, where they used the same tapping
gesture, but rather than walk to the virtual object, changed
their position or viewing angle so that their hand would
appear between their eye and the object.

Method. Scenarios were presented to participants in
counter-balanced order. For each referent, the participant
saw the “before” and “after” scene, and was asked to
generate a gesture that they expected would move the
system from one state to the next. Participants could ask to
toggle between the “before” and “after” scenes (controlled
by the experimenter) as many times as they liked. They
were then asked to rate the suitability of the gesture for the
referent, and the ease of performing the gesture.
Participants were given a break between each scenario.
Data Collection. We collected four sources of data: first,
demographic information from a pre-study questionnaire;
second, a video capturing participants’ gestures created
during the study; third, participants’ confidence scores in
the suitability and ease of use of the gestures they created
(as they went), and fourth, responses to a post-study semistructured interview. Video footage was recorded from in
front of the participants.

Table 2 shows the agreement rates (AR) for each of the
seven common referents across the three scenarios. Based
on the qualitative classification scheme from [58], most of
the gestures for these referents would be considered as
having medium agreement.
Gesture Themes. Rather than simply code the gestures that
we observed, we saw that a coding of the themes underlying
participants’ gestures was more insightful. First, the
gestures sometimes varied, but only in very minor ways,
and the strict coding of the gestures distinguished between
instances in ways that were not useful. Second, we found
that the themes seemed to express a mental model of how
the participant thought about the objects and their own role
in the scene. Consequently, we found the themes to be a
much more useful analytic unit in our analysis.

Analysis. As we collected data, we used iterative video
coding of the gestures that participants generated,
identifying recurring gestures and themes, and properties
that described the gestures (e.g. number of fingers used,
shape of the gesture). This coding process was iterative,
where we generated provisional codes, revising them as we
identified better phrases and ideas to capture what we
observed. We developed a tool to simultaneously view
gestures across participants and scenarios and facilitate
comparison. Using this tool, all co-authors viewed videos of
participants’ gestures to develop a coding scheme to capture
and describe the gestures. We then used axial coding [8] to
explain how lower level codes were related to one another.
Critically, while our analytic frame was influenced by all
the gestures from participants, our analysis examines only
the base set of seven referents common to all scenarios, as
these are the only ones that could be compared.

Gestures varied in terms of how participants executed an
idea, even if thematically, the idea was the same. For
instance, for the delete referent, one theme we observed
was to squish the object, and this was performed in three

Referent

FINDINGS

We focus our analysis in this paper on the subset of seven
referents that appeared across all three scenarios: select
object, move object, rotate object, duplicate object, undo,
delete object, scale x-dimension (which we from now on
refer to as “scale” for simplicity). After describing the
gestures our participants generated, we discuss the physical

Select
Duplicate
Move
Rotate
Delete
Undo
Scale

Air
0.383
0.092
0.225
0.192
0.217
0.092
0.183

Gestures
Surface Room
0.183
0.108
0.100
0.100
0.200
0.258
0.175
0.125
0.167
0.125
0.075
0.108
0.167
0.183

Air
0.542
0.158
0.300
0.242
0.225
0.208
0.425

Themes
Surface
0.650
0.167
0.308
0.275
0.208
0.217
0.483

Room
0.475
0.142
0.317
0.433
0.192
0.192
0.508

Table 2: Agreement Rate (AR) for referents and themes
across scenarios. Shading shows low, medium, high
agreement [58].
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slightly different ways: one participant clapped, another
pinched her fingers, while another closed his fist. Here,
each of these gestures is distinct in how it is executed (and
would be coded independently in our original coding
process); however, given that they are conceptually similar,
it makes sense to group them together in the same theme.

a “scene”-based approach (e.g. as an image in a slideshow
viewer), whereas the symbolic theme takes on a more
conventional “operation on an object” model.
Table 3 summarizes the 33 themes that we identified. As
illustrated in Table 2, our coding for the themes that
underlie the gestures shows a considerably higher rate of
agreement than the gestures themselves, where we counted
each gesture uniquely when different body parts were used
(e.g. fingers vs. hands vs. fists vs. arms).

A gestural theme seemed to indicate a particular mental
model of how the participant could operate and affect the
world. For instance, with the delete referent, we classified
three other themes: pick and throw (fingers grabbing an
object and throwing; fist closing and throwing; grabbing the
object with two hands and throwing), wiping the scene
away (full arm wipe; one hand wipe), and symbols
(drawing an X; slashing across the object). Each of these is
suggestive of a different kind of mental model for the scene
and the objects in the scene: whereas the “squish” implies a
certain omnipotent strength, pick-and-throw implies a
certain strength to the viewing perspective of the user (i.e.
that throwing the object out of the view deletes it rather
than throwing it behind oneself), the wiping theme implies
Theme
Tap
Grab
Circle
Pulling it apart
Double pinch and pull
One handed tap and move over
Point at object, then point at
second location
Pick up and place in new location
Grab, pull over and release
Pinch and move
Push with open hand
Pick up and toss
Twisting like a lightbulb
Hands on front and back, twist
both (like a box)
Point and twist hand
Twist body (as if body is object)
One point to anchor, other finger
to twist around
Grab corner or edge, and move
Push aside
Squish
X symbol
Wipe
Cross off (like a straight stroke)
Backward arrow
Tap in top left
Reverse action
Three finger swipe
Double tap on object
Hands at sides of object and
symmetric pull/squish (squeeze)

Nature of Gestural Themes: Physical Interaction

The nature of most gestural themes was physical:
participants visibly seemed to act on the objects
themselves—virtually grabbing, touching, and pushing the
objects in various ways. These are reminiscent of ideas
from Reality-Based Interaction [18], where the themes of
body awareness and environmental skills seemed to
underlie many gestures (e.g. tossing an object to delete it,
pushing an object to move it, stretching sides of an object to
scale it, squishing an object to delete it, and so on).

Variants
With fingers, step forward and use finger, with palm
With finger and thumb, as a fist
Finger (pointing), using finger and thumb (to draw a selection area)
Two finger tips pulled apart, hand to hand pulling it apart, two
handed grab and pull, upside-down U-shape, hold original and pull a
second hand out
Two finger pinch, then pull apart
Using fingers to tap, using palm to tap
Using fingers

Referents
Select
Select, Delete
Select
Duplicate, Scale

With fingers, with arms, with whole body (i.e. walk)
Twist hand sideways
Using fingertips, using fist, using finger and pinching with thumb
One hand, two hands
Physically move, using only arms
Twisting like a handle
With thumb and pinky, with thumb and index

Duplicate, Move
Move
Move
Move
Move, Delete
Rotate
Rotate

With finger, with hands/fists

Rotate
Rotate
Rotate

Arm or body
Toss away, toss behind, upside down U
Clap with hand, with fist, double fist, twist and fist, push into ground
Make a crossing gesture
Using forearm
Drawn with finger, arm, or point with thumb

Pointer fingers, hands, fingers, palms, fists

Duplicate
Duplicate
Duplicate, Move

Rotate
Delete
Delete
Delete
Delete, Undo
Delete
Undo
Undo
Undo
Undo
Undo
Scale

Table 3. Each of the 33 gesture themes we observed from our participants, their variants, and the referents for which they were
generated.
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Figure 2. Examples of gestures that we observed, illustrating: (A-B) Variations for grabbing objects based on physical features
(affordances); (C-E) Variations based on size for the Rotate referent; and (F-G) Variations based on size for the Move referent.

Our results indicate that 79% of the gestures were physical
in nature, and this is in variance to Piumsomboon et al.
[40], who report a more balanced percentage of physical
gestures (only 39% of the gestures). We suspect that this is
due to the nature of the referents that we selected in our
study, where all referents strictly operated on the virtual
objects in the holographic scene, whereas Piumsomboon
and colleagues [40] also explored menu-based interaction.
We offer here a more detailed exploration of the nature of
these gestures, and how the participants executed these
gestures within the context of the virtual objects.

a table (Figure 2-D), while in the Room scenario three used
a two-handed twisting gesture to rotate the bookshelf (as if
to grab and rotate a heavy box), illustrated in Figure 2-E.
Participants maneuvered themselves into positions where
they could easily see large parts of objects they were trying
to manipulate. As with physical objects, being able to grab
an object is easier when large parts of the object are visible,
rather than when visibility is limited. When target objects
were obscured by other virtual objects (as in the Surface
scenario, where some buildings obscured others), people
walked around the table, craned their heads or physically
moved towards objects to get a better view of the target
object before enacting a gesture. One reason this might
have happened was to give themselves a better “target area”
to gesture at. This relates to another peculiar result, where
most participants (13/16) never touched the table surface
for any referent in the Surface scenario (the remaining three
only touched it once for the Move referent). This is in line
with our observation of gestures being dependent on the
virtual objects’ affordances, where people’s behaviour
seems to reflect real life. For instance, it does not make
sense to reach ‘through’ or ‘under’ a physical object on a
table, so people did not do this with virtual objects either.
The easiest way to grab a skyscraper in a physical city
model is to grab it by the top or middle, which is what we
observed people doing (Figure 2-B). P6 articulates the
influence of this physicality: “I think [for] stuff that is more

Participants’ gesture choices were influenced by the
physical features of the virtual objects they were
manipulating. As illustrated in Figure 2, peculiarities of
specific models themselves would change the gestures,
where participants would grab protruding parts of objects
(e.g. six participants grabbed tall buildings as handles, as
shown in Figure 2-B), or used finger tips to pick up small
objects (rather than trying to grab it with a whole-hand
grip), shown in Figure 2-A. For instance, participants
generated gestures for the Rotate referent with small
conceptual variants on the theme of turning the virtual
object. Three participants in the Mid-Air scenario rotated
the house with their wrist, as if twisting a lightbulb from a
ceiling (Figure 2-C). In the Surface scenario, two
participants rotated buildings by placing their hand on the
top of a building and twisting it, like with a bottle placed on
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relatable to the physical world, … like moving stuff around
and rotating it, you probably don’t need an extra menu.”

virtual objects, the fewer fingers and hands that were
involved. For the Scale referent, we observed 29 instances
of a “squeeze” theme gesture. In the Mid-Air scenario, six
participants created gestures that used their fingers, one
used a hand, and four used two hands; in the Room
scenario, only three used two fingers, three used one hand,
seven used two hands, and one used both arms for the
gesture. These differences are striking, since virtual objects
do not weigh anything—they just appear larger.

Participants varied their gestures within an interaction
theme as a response to the size of the object/scene, and their
distance from an object. Notably, participants only
sometimes used the exact same gesture across all scenarios
for the same referent: 27 times out of 96 opportunities (16
participants × 7 referents). Most of these happened with
more abstract, non-spatial referents (eight times with undo,
nine times with delete, nine times with duplicate). With a
given participant, we usually observed gestures that varied
on the same theme for the referent across different scales
(e.g. using fingers to “grab and move” a small object in the
Mid-Air scenario, then using one hand to move an object in
the Surface scenario, and finally using two arms to grab and
move the object in the Room scenario (Figure 2 C, D, E).

Most participants (12/16) confirmed in the post-study
interview that the experience of size of these objects
impacted their gesture choices. For instance, P8 describes
the difference between the scales as working with “Lego
versus Ikea.” Similarly, P11 reported, “Yes! [nodding]
Yeah, I think the scale definitely matters. When it’s really
small, it gets awkward to handle around with [large
gestures].” We asked participants whether this was because
it was hard to be precise with small objects. P4 mentioned:
“Yeah, something like a couch, I can move it like I move a
couch […]. With the model couch in that tiny house, I’d do
something else.” Participants generally talked about the
room-scale scenario as having large objects and the other
two scenarios as having smaller objects.

We mainly observed non-physical gestures only when the
referents did not have a clear physical analogue (e.g.
abstract referents such as delete, duplicate, undo). For these,
participants found it difficult to come up with gestures, and
that resulted in mainly metaphorical or symbolic gestures
(21% in our dataset). P6 again suggested that more
sophisticated gestures might be necessary for such
referents: “If you want to duplicate [an object] or
something, the gesture should be a bit more [complicated].
For example, I crossed my arms to delete stuff. I just
haven’t thought about anything for duplicating stuff
though.” A common suggestion was to include a menu for
those more abstract referents. P7: “I like the idea of having
a menu on the side, so that you can more easily [perform]
undo, or delete. […] Maybe a menu on the side to give you
more flexibility with what you’re doing.”

With abstract, non-spatial referents, size did not generally
influence the gesture choice. For instance, for Undo and
Delete, the common theme was to create a symbolic gesture
(e.g. gesturing to the left to “undo” an action—much like
undo icons in document editors) or a metaphorical gesture
(e.g. tossing the object out of view, or “wiping” the view).
“Physically” Touching the Objects from a Distance

Although not strictly due to the size of the virtual objects,
when using physical gestures, participants used both
proximal gestures and distal gestures. Sometimes,
participants would gesture extremely close to the target
object—so close that the participant appeared to be
touching the object: a proximal gesture (Figure 3-A). Other
times, participants generated the gesture from a distant
location, where the gesture was far from the virtual object
(e.g. pointing at or grabbing something that was clearly out
of reach): a distal gesture (Figure 3-B). Some gestures
included a distal gesture component in addition to a
proximal one (e.g. “picking up” an object using a proximal
gesture and throwing it to a location using a distal gesture):
a mix gesture. Figure 3-C shows a mix gesture where a
distal and proximal gesture are combined to grab a coffee
table from a distance and pull it closer. Finally, we noted
that symbolic and metaphorical gestures (see [62]) did not
occur meaningfully as a function of the proximal/distal
dichotomy, thus we coded them in a separate category.

Size Matters for Spatial Operations

The size of objects and the virtual scene influenced
participants’ overall behaviour, including how they moved
around and which gestures they performed. As shown in
Figure 1, the Room scenario had the largest objects
(furniture) and virtual scene size, followed by the Surface
(city model) and Mid-Air scenario (house model). Whereas
participants would use less bodily movement for the MidAir scenario, they tended to use more gross bodily
movement (i.e. either physically moving, or using their
hands or arms) for gestures in the Room and Surface
scenarios. For instance, four participants changed from
using a single-handed gesture for the Rotate referent in both
the Mid-Air and Surface scenario to a two-handed gesture
in the Room scenario. Similarly, for the Move referent, P4,
P7 and P11 grabbed the virtual object of interest with both
hands (Figure 2-E), and then proceeded to physically
“carry” it to its new location in the Room scenario, but only
used hand gestures for the other two scenarios. These
changes were most dramatic when participants switched to
the Room scenario compared to Mid-Air and Surface.

Distal gestures where still physical in nature, and operated
on objects that were out of reach, and relied heavily on the
participant’s view and perspective on the object. As
illustrated in Figure 3-B, participants lined up their
perspective so that their hands or fingers appeared in line
with their view of the object. Participants seemed to interact

Most striking was that these differences persisted even in
the number of fingers or hands being used: the smaller the
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Figure 3. We saw three kinds of object interactions: (A) proximal, where people seemed to touch the object directly, (B) distal,
where they interacted from a distance with a good perspective on the object, and (C) mixed approaches combining both aspects.

with the 2D projection that the 3D object made on the
headset’s image plane (e.g. as in [39]). This perspective
issue is significant, as it meant that participants would
change either their head position or their physical position
to give them a good perspective on the object before
enacting the gesture. We observed three kinds of reasons
for head and physical movements: first, to reduce occlusion
by other virtual objects; second, so that the virtual object
was visually “large” in the headset (as opposed to being too
small to interact with), and third, the opposite—to reduce
the visual size of the object by moving one’s head away
from it (get too close, and it is hard to see anything else).

to back up and look around and figure out what’s going on,
it’s not as straightforward as if it was a confined [space].”
Besides physically moving in the space (i.e. walking
around) to get a better perspective on the objects before
enacting the gestures, we also observed many instances
where participants used movement as a part of the gesture
itself. As discussed earlier, three participants walked from
one location to another as part of a Move referent in the
Room scenario. This suggests that the physical location is
an enactment of the overall gesture (i.e. rather than the
gesture simply being a function of hand movements).
The distribution of proximal, distal and mixed gesture
locales varies and is related to the size of the virtual objects
and scenes. Figure 4 illustrates the relative distribution of
each gesture type across each referent and scenario. For
Mid-Air scenarios, participants were generally proximal to
the target, many appearing to carefully touch the objects
with their fingers, whereas as the scale of the scene grows
larger (i.e. into Surface and Room scenarios), the relative
frequency of distal gestures increases fairly dramatically.

Participants moved away from the objects only rarely, but
when they did, it was due to a poor field of view. In the
Room scenario, the scene extended beyond people’s
viewing angle (i.e. when standing in the middle of the
room, one needs to explicitly turn one’s head to see all the
furniture). Within this scenario, five participants stood near
the back of the room—just so they could see the entire
scene without needing to move around (or move their
heads). We also observed that participants did this to allow
them to see the object’s entirety (e.g. for a Rotation
referent), or the origin and the destination at the same time
(in a Move referent). What is striking here is that this type
of movement occurred far less for smaller scenes (i.e. the
Mid-Air and Surface scenarios); rather, for these scenarios,
we suspect that the movement was mainly to reduce
occlusion (e.g. of the target virtual object by another).

Our characterization of the “locale” of the gesture extends
the articulation in [40], as it explains why some of these
gestures happen distally (i.e. “in-the-air” in [40]) and also
shows that this changes as a function of scale. Whereas
with prior work [40], the percentage of “in-the-air” gestures
might be explained as a function of menu interaction, we
observe that these distal gestures in our study also occur for
practical reasons such as ease of interaction (i.e. being able
to see origin and location at the same time, or being able to
see the objects of interest, both of which become more
important at larger scales). We also see that many of these
gestures incorporate movement within them.

This issue of field of view was also identified by
participants in the post-study interview. P3: “I think [with
larger scenes make it] harder to see everything at once.
[…] Instead of seeing everything on [the display], you have
to move your body […] to look at certain places to actually
see what you’re talking about.” Similarly, P7 mentioned: “I
think if it’s confined to an area, then you’re more easily
able to manipulate and see the changes. If you’re needing

DISCUSSION

Our interest is in designing gestures for 3D objects/scenes
in augmented reality, and our findings show that the scale

Figure 4. The relative distribution of proximal, mixed, distal and symbolic gestures in our dataset.
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of the holographic AR objects and scene clearly impact
how people expect to interact with them. The findings
suggest that deriving a unified gesture set in this context is
probably inappropriate: participants acted on the virtual
objects in the scene as if they were physical, thus the
gestures need to account for the apparent affordances of the
objects, their size, and the person’s perspective on the
objects and the scene. This has implications for how we
design systems that interpret gestures—particularly, that
they need to account for the way that the scene is
visualized, and the nature of the scene itself.

study: we were interested in discoverability. It should not
be surprising that legacy plays into people’s first “guesses”
into how they can interact with the scene.
Applicability. We are not implying that every AR
application should support the gestures we extracted from
our data, nor that these gestures are the most effective or
efficient. Our interest was in investigating gestures people
would propose in AR experiences for casual use (e.g.
discoverable gestures that people could remember even
when they used the AR experience once or twice a year) at
different interaction scales. We envision this work being
applicable to situations as using an AR application for
redecorating one’s home, or to repair a leaky faucet. Thus,
we were focused on understanding the straightforward ways
people would propose to interact with 3D AR content.

Physicality. Participants interacted with the virtual objects
as they would with physical objects in the real world. They
used the object’s available affordances, and when objects
became larger, increased the size of their gestures
accordingly. The effect we observed appears to be in line
with Aslan et al.’s observation that object semantics such as
perceived physical weight impact the size of people’s touch
gestures on a tablet [2], which replicated earlier findings
from neuroscience on how object semantics activated
related motor tendencies [13, 14]. These findings suggest
that scale matters for interaction and extends prior work
around gestures for AR in more confined spaces. People’s
tendency to act with virtual objects in a physical way
suggests that gestures that account for people’s
environmental skills and appreciation for naïve physics [18]
will be easiest to adopt. Thus, rather than designing a
unified AR gesture set, a possible approach may be to use
aliasing [12, 61] (i.e., having multiple ‘gesture synonyms’
that people can use), to address the common gestural
themes that we observed.
This would address
discoverability, since these themes were primarily
comprised of different gestures for different scales of
objects and scenes in a logical progression.

Freehand vs. Instrumented. Because we do not know
whether freehand gestures will be the most dominant form
of interaction for AR, it is difficult to predict the
applicability of our findings beyond freehand gestures.
Many consumer-grade VR and AR systems now make use
of instrumented interaction, where users hold a specialized
controller with buttons and manipulators (i.e. traditional
3DUI in Billinghurst’s classification [4]). While we see
these as a crutch (i.e. owing to poor sensing for freehand
gestures), we cannot be sure whether our findings will
ultimately apply to these kinds of instrumented interactions.
Limitations and Future Work. Some of our findings may be
tied to the hardware limitations of the HoloLens, e.g., its
limited field-of-view (FOV) [32]. People may have tried to
keep larger holograms in the FOV by interacting distally.
An interesting direction for future work is replicating this
study for future and improved headsets and for different AR
experiences such as handheld AR (e.g. with ARKit [1]) or
spatial AR (e.g. RoomAlive [20]). Follow-up studies can
explore if people’s use of proximal vs. distal gestures would
change, and if the physical nature of interaction still holds.

Proximal and Distal Interactions. Participants interacted
with objects in two distinct ways: proximally, moving
towards the target object to operate on it directly, and
distally, positioning themselves with a good perspective on
the object to interact from a distance. This type of
interaction has already been foreshadowed to some extent
by techniques that make use of perspective (e.g. [53]);
however, we believe there is far more at work here. While
our results suggest that designers should support both ways
of interaction, we observed that a few participants always
interacted from a distance, or always up close, hinting at the
fact that personal preferences may play a role here.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper explored whether people expect to use the same
gesture across AR experiences at different scales. In an
elicitation study with an AR headset, we asked participants
to generate gestures in response to referents in three
different scenarios, each at a different scale. The three main
findings from our study are: (i) for most gestures,
participants seemed to use physical interaction to operate on
the virtual objects; (ii) the size of the virtual objects and the
scene influences the gestures people perform; and (iii)
people tend to touch smaller objects but increasingly
interact from a distance as the size of the objects and scene
grows larger. Our results suggest that AR designers ought
to consider the delivery context and affordances of their AR
content when designing gestures for easy discoverability.

Legacy Bias. A common issue with gesture elicitation
studies is legacy bias [30], where participants propose
legacy-inspired interactions. We observed this phenomenon
too. Many participants used a “squishing” theme for scaling
that looked like pinch-to-zoom in mobile devices. We also
saw whole-arm “swipe” gestures to move objects, like
gestures in contemporary sci-fi movies. Finally, many of
the gestures had a corresponding action in the real world.
We were somewhat less concerned about legacy bias in our
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